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Abstract—Novel technique is used to improve the voltage ride of wind turbine system by using LVRT System. In most of the turbines sequence operation is a proper way to increase the capacity of electronic devices in PMDD wind power generation system. Direct Current Link are regulated in this system. Because it causes the ZSCC, which brings current oscillation, distortion of waveform, reduction in power, and interruption of Electromagnetic waves, and so on. This system gives a different methodology for offshore wind turbine system which are composed of the various control strategies applied to the multi-phase converter which can deal with mostly imbalanced. Apart from average models of the turbine system MVF is used to compensate highly imbalance load but not affecting the static and dynamic response of the system. Based on the above topology, the schematic diagram of the proposed system is constructed. The simulated results of offshore wind turbine system will show the advantages of the proposed system and control strategies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wind power has emerged to be one most viable renewable source of energy. From the growth of offshore wind turbine system, the rating of power wind turbine becomes large. In the PMDD wind power production system, full power converter is employed to connect generator is to line. There is very hard to transfer the enormous amount of power to the bus by using one converter. To identify and minimize the problem, non linear control for double fed induction generator the parallel is studied. In last few decades increase of main steam wind power has increased from 6MW in 1996 to 282.6GW in 2012. When the capability of offshore wind power turbine is steady and non-variance, the electronic devices with minimum rating can be used to decrease the cost of sequence operation. sequence operation makes kit design compact to minimize the generation time and increase the applications of module. The third order harmonics of total power can be decreases enhancely by using carrier phase shift. The rating of filter can be reduced to decrease the generation cost.

Energy wastes that increase the carbon di oxide level in the surroundings, so it is the called “global warming”. Wind energy is the new way of centralized electricity production. Harmonics can be eliminated through Control and Protection Switchgear or the various construction of various sides of power transformer to decrease the pollution effects to the line. vertical axis turbines are the main components of windmills. MPPT is available to track the speed of wind. Increases losses in power, decreases the efficiency of the system, and shortened the life of switching devices.

There are mostly two ways to reduce the Zero Sequence Circulating Current. This can be reduced by destroying the way of ZSCC. On the other side, it can be reduced by true control strategies. Isolation transformer is employed to destroy the route and eliminate the Zero Sequence Circulating Current. But the transformer works at the line frequency and its volume and weight are high, this may increases the production cost of energy. Hence, this topology is not suitable for the MW-level Permenant Magnet Direct Drive offshore wind turbine system. In this system with unique direct current buses is employed, which destroy the route and eliminates the Zero Sequence Circulating Current. But this methodology is only matched for generators
with separate windings. When the common multi-phase generator is employed, the problem of Zero Sequence Circulating Current is very large because the line-side Zero Sequence Circulating Current and the generator-side Zero Sequence Circulating Current are connected with one another. So the application of this field is limited. Furthermore, the disconnection of direct current buses increases the system size and is not convenient for hardware construction. In addition, the two direct current buses must be controlled, which requires more voltage and current sensors which makes the control system difficult. But this method of control strategy is more difficult to realize sequence operation with different modules. The Zero Sequence Circulating Current is suppressed by using null vector. But it requires to change the traditional space vector PWM (SVPWM) strategy, which turns it difficult to limit and achieve its application scope.

To reduce the above stated problems, this system proposes a new methodology for offshore wind power system. The MPPT method is employed to track the generator and compare with the grid power. According to the above research, the Zero Sequence Circulating Current controllers are designed, which depress the line-side Zero Sequence Circulating Current and the generator-side Zero Sequence Circulating Current effectively and do not enhance the module cost. The problems caused by Zero Sequence Circulating Current are current discrepancy, current waveform distortion, are overcome and the efficiency and reliability of the topology are improved.

The proposed system of the offshore wind turbine system is shown. A suggested a compensative control strategy of LVRT enhancement for PMSG-based wind turbine when excessive power occurs during abnormal functions. The experimental and simulation results are verified by the theoretical as well as by MATLAB simulation.

II. SYSTEM TOPOLOGY

The proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. Proposed topology is to introduce a PID adaptive control when the dedication of the framework is to balance the direct current link voltage against sag voltage.

The generator side converter is convert in ac to dc and grid side converter is convert from dc to ac supply. The PID control is used to stabilize the direct current link voltage at constant to the rotor side converter.

![Fig 1 Block Diagram of offshore wind turbine system](image)

Maximum power point tracking method is used to tracking the generator power. During voltage sags when the PID control to control inac link voltage and meet LVRT by reducing the generator power.

Each converter is the back-to-back two-level voltage-source converter (VSC) and n converters with the same structures are.

This study shows that the double fed induction generator is capable of fulfilling its role and providing the network with active power according to demand with good current quality, even in the case of an unbalanced load.

$C_b$ is the dc bus capacitor. $L_{bk}$ is the three-phase inductance of generator-side, which has the function of filtering and avoiding the shortness of dc bus. $L_{bk} (k = 1, 2, \ldots, n)$ is the three-phase inductance of line-side, which can filter the harmonic, store energy, and avoid the shortness of dc bus. Increasing the inductances can suppress the high-frequency components of the ZSCCs but cannot suppress the low-frequency components of the ZSCCs effectively. In addition, increasing inductances means the increment of volume, weight, and cost of the wind power converter. Therefore, the ZSCCs cannot be only suppressed by increasing the inductances.
Each converter is the second-level potential source converter and number of converters with the same structures. This study shows that the double fed induction generator which capable of complete its role and provide the system with active power based on the demand with good power quality, even in case of an imbalanced load.

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

Fig. 3 shows the control scheme of the offshore doubly fed induction generator wind power and Fig. 6 is the rotor control scheme. The rotor angle position of the Perment Magnet Side Generator $\theta_g$ is obtained by using SMO, which has the more robust and enlarge the reliability of the system. Output of the system is given to all of the converters. The SMO is contained in the first generator-side controller. The $k$th generator-side controller has its own Zero Sequence Circulating Current controller which function is discussed next. Behalf of the SMO and the Zero Sequence Circulating Current controllers, the remaining parts of the generator side controller have no other differences, which are given as follows.

IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

This proposed system gives the MATLAB simulation of two parallel converters to verify the paramters of the proposed system and various control scheme. $\pi$ is assigned as two. It has been assigned by employing the simulation package. The Perment Magnet Side Generator operates at constant speed. The normal LL voltage of multi-phase grid is decreased to nominal voltage and the frequency of the grid is 50 Hz. The Pulse Width Modulation frequency is set to around 4.9 kHz. The capacitance value of the
two direct current capacitors are both around 6799 μF and the voltage of the direct current bus is 451 V. To verify the characteristics of the parallel converters, some values are set manually. The inductance value of the two inductors are set as 2.1 mH and 1.8 mH, respectively. The inductances of the line-side are set at 4.2 mH and 3.9 mH, respectively. The dead-time of the generator and line side converters are 2.13 μs and 1.32 μs, respectively. Beside, the 24 Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors used in the simulation have differences in resistance, voltage, tail time, and fall time.

Fig 6 Simulation Analysis of off shore wind turbines system

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In addition to verify the past decades, the experiment has been conducted in a lab setup to verify the parameters of the system with the proposed methodology and the control schemes. The line-side converters and the generator-side converters are composed of two converters, respectively. In other words, n is valued to two. The characteristics of the Permanent Magnet Side Generator are identical with the one in the simulation that is given in Table I. Generator-side and line side converters are connected to the Permanent Magnet Side Generator through a multi-phase inductor. The inductance of the multilevel inductor is 2.1 mH and its accuracy is 9.8%. The capacitances of the two direct current capacitors are valued as 6801 μF and the voltage value of the direct current bus is 451 V. The two converters are connected to the line through an inductor. The nominal inductances 3.9 mH and its accuracy is ±9.9%.
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Fig 12 Output of Voltage

VI. CONCLUSION

PMSG Non linear control unbalanced load not harmonic reduced minimum voltage produced. The proposed Zero Sequence Circulating Current controllers do not increase the module cost and they do not have no effect on the controlled variables. However, they may not modify the traditional SVPWM strategy, which turns them easier to expand and achieve their application scopes. They suppress the line-side Zero Sequence Circulating Currents and the generator-side Zero Sequence Circulating Currents effectively and the currents of converters are consistent and sinusoidal. The problems of asymmetry, current distortion, discrepancy, and are minimized well and the efficiency and reliability of the system are
increased. The output of this topology makes it possible to produce the wind power converters with maximum power rating. This paper studies the operation of non linear control of double fed induction generator based off shore wind turbine system. Reduced harmonics zero noise, high power produce better quality and high voltage.
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